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	Untitled

	Project Title:  UCLan Games Design - Top-Down Level Design: Adventure Games
	Created by: Jim Thompson (Principal Lecturer in the School of Journalism, Media and Performance)
	Project Overview: Hi, I’m Jim Thompson, the Course Leader for the BA(Hons) Games Design course at UClan.We are all familiar with adventure games, and how a whole game is constructed from different levels that not only take us through the story of the game, but give us challenges, action and puzzles that need solving in order for the characters to be successful. Creating an overall journey along with smaller details is a central part of games design, and knowledge of how games are structured and created is a key skill. We’ve set this challenge of designing your own level so you can show us your capabilities and creativity whilst thinking through the design process. 
	What you will need: • A pencil or pen and paper.• Squared paper (or graph paper). • Colours (not essential) - to identify sections of your design. 
	Your Brief: Task: Illustrate a top-down (plan) level design of a section of a new adventure/combat game.Part One: First create the concept for an adventure/combat game.  You will need to think of the following:• What is the theme? • Where is it set? • Who is the player-character? • Who are the opponents (non-player characters)? Next you will need to think of some relevant game mechanics; these are the things the player (and possibly the enemies) can actually do. So besides running, jumping, climbing and combat, are there other possibilities? For example, can the character cast helping spells? Do they have some kind of aid or helper? Can they do special moves over certain terrain? You should also consider that there can be other non-combat elements to the game.  There might be puzzles, traps and other features to explore. Part Two: Start sketching it out. You are encouraged to think of different ways the level might work and there might be one or two different versions before you decide on the final one. The final version is the one you need to draw out neatly. You should keep in mind that your design plan is the document that will communicate your ideas to all the other designers in your team. You will need to ensure the following: • The diagram is clear and easy to read.• All the relevant details clearly labelled, showing how the player will go through the game. • The level must have a beginning (how did the player get here?), a middle (what is the action and reward in this section of the game and how does it tell the story?) and an end (what is the finale? Does this level set the player up for the next section of the game?)This exercise can be done with a pencil and paper as mentioned in the outset. If you have the capability to develop your idea in a digital drawing application, then feel free to do so. Your creative design work could be documented in the following formats: • Evidence of development work with different sketches of your draft level designs. • A 'final' annotated top-down view of your level.• A short supporting commentary explaining key game-play moments. • Evaluation: If you get the opportunity, share your finished document with somebody else without telling them much about your idea. See if they can understand your level plan and key design decisions. This is a good way to share with other designers and further develop your skills. Examples of previous undergraduate exercises can be found here: http://gamescourse.blogspot.co.uk/2017/03/top-down-shooter-games-design-plans.html 
	UCLan courses linked to this project: BA (Hons) Games Design: www.uclan.ac.uk/wg24BA (Hons) Animation: www.uclan.ac.uk/ww27We also have a dedicated website for UCLan Games Design: https://gamescourse.co.uk/ 
	What skills will this project enhance: • Game level design• Developing key gameplay moments • Game balancing • Adventure creation • Story telling and narrative development • Visual communication• Research and planning• Drawing, planning and creative thinking


